
 
  

 

 
 
 
 

 

Eating insects is not for me 

New study reveals preferences of 

European consumers 

 

• One in four people in Spain are not willing to cut back on consumption of red meat 

and most are absolutely sure that insects are not a protein source they want to 

consume, indicates a study conducted by AZTI 

• 16% of the respondents will consider trying insects but even fewer are ready to 

include them on their diet 

• The survey of the eating preferences of 1,500 European consumers is part of the 

European Future Protein initiative, whose aim is to improve citizens’ knowledge 

about alternative proteins 

● The project financed by EITFood and led by the AZTI technology centre counts the 

participation of European partners such as Fraunhofer, Puratos and Aarhus 

University 

 

Just one in four people in Spain would be willing to reduce their red meat consumption and 

very few consider insects to be a good protein source, healthy or sustainable; even fewer 

(6% of the respondents) would be willing to include them in their diet. These are some of the 

results of a survey of the eating preferences of 1,500 consumers in Denmark, Germany and 

Spain led by AZTI in Spain and by the University of Aarhus in Denmark and Germany. This 

study is part of the research actions of the European Future Protein initiative, a project 

financed by EITFood and led by the AZTI technology centre which also counts the 

participation of other European players such as Fraunhofer, Puratos and Aarhus University. 

The figures show that only 2% of the respondents are vegans, with a diet based strictly on 

vegetables, with no product of animal origin, while 3% are vegetarians, i.e. they base their 

diet on vegetables but also consume some products of animal origin such as eggs, dairy 

products or fish. It is also revealed that few consumers are open to the consumption of other 

kinds of alternative products. “Neither insects nor microalgae are considered to be protein-
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rich sources, although unlike the former, the latter are perceived as a more sustainable 

source and more consumers would be willing to include them in their diet,” explains Carlos 

Bald, an AZTI expert in new foods and the project’s coordinator. 

The survey served to learn the preferences of consumers, their current relationship with 

proteins, and to find out what they know about alternative protein sources. The results will be 

used to draw up strategies that help publicise alternative protein sources and activate 

awareness-raising actions. 

 

A world that needs new protein sources 

The indices concerning protein consumption foreshadow a worrisome future. To feed the 

nearly 10 billion people calculated to inhabit our planet in 2050, annual food production will 

have to increase by 70% over current levels. And this increased production goes hand-in-

hand with another challenge: the environmental impact caused by the consumption of meat 

from farm animals, due to the large amounts of resources they consume. 

In this regard, the development of alternative proteins has emerged as one of the main food 

innovation fields in Europe. 

“There is an urgent need to generate new sustainable protein sources, safe and with high 

nutritional quality,” the AZTI expert asserts. But the question remains: “What do we really 

know about those alternative proteins? Are we aware of their nutritional value? Will they be 

accepted by citizens?” 

“Products made with vegetable proteins are increasingly appearing on the market. Those 

most used are soy, wheat or pea proteins. But other sources are being researched, highly 

innovative ones in which the future of our eating habits may lie. Proteins are accordingly 

being obtained from microalgae, mushrooms and insects, and even from what is known as 

cultured meat, made by multiplying animal muscle cells as if sowing them, without the need 

to maintain so many animals for eventual slaughter,” Bald explains. 

This survey’s conclusions were disclosed in a conference in which representatives of food 

companies, research centres and food law experts discussed the needs and challenges 

faced by science, technology and the agro-food industry. And the figures make it clear: there 

is an imperative need to improve citizens’ knowledge about alternative proteins. 

A manifesto was drawn up as a result of the workshop (available in at this link) in which 

participants stated the main conclusions and agreements reached regarding the 

development of alternative sources of protein derived from the consumer study and the 

reflections of those who participated are reported. 

 

About EIT Food 

https://www.eitfood.eu/media/documents/THE_FUTURE_PROTEIN_MANIFESTO.pdf


 

EIT Food FUTURE PROTEIN is a project under the support of EIT Food. EIT Food is 

Europe’s leading food innovation initiative, working to make the food system more 

sustainable, healthy and trusted.  

The initiative is made up of an innovation community of key industry players across Europe, 

consisting of over 90 partner organisations and over 50 startups from 16 EU member states. 

It is one of the Knowledge and Innovation Communities (KIC) established by the European 

Institute for Innovation & Technology (EIT), an independent EU body set up in 2008 to 

promote innovation and entrepreneurship across Europe. 

EIT Food aims to collaborate closely with consumers to develop new knowledge and 

technology-based products and services that will ultimately deliver a healthier and more 

sustainable lifestyle for all European citizens. 

 

You can follow EIT Food via www.eitfood.eu or via social media: Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, 

YouTube or Instagram 

 

About AZTI  

AZTI is a research centre specialising in the food and marine-fisheries value chain, whose 

aim is to transform science into sustainable and healthy development, in line with the 2030 

SDGs. Over the course of nearly 40 years it has backed more than 4,000 projects, invoicing 

€20 million in 2019.  

AZTI is a member of the Basque Research and Technology Alliance (BRTA), an alliance 

formed by 4 collaborative research centres and 12 technology centres which seeks to 

encourage collaboration between its centres, to enhance the conditions for generating and 

transmitting knowledge to companies, thereby helping boost competitiveness, and to project 

Basque scientific and technological capabilities abroad.  

More information available at www.azti.es 
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